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Functions Part- 3 - RECAP

Multiple functions in a program

Calling function inside another function

Defining function inside another function

Scope of a variable

Global , local scope



Functions Part- 4

global keyword

Lifetime of a variable

Lifetime of global, local variables

LEGB rule in name resolving

Mutable and immutable object passing



Scope of a variable

A variable is only available from inside the region it is 
created. This is called scope.

•Local Scope

•A variable created inside a function belongs to the local 
scope of that function, and can only be used inside that 
function.

def myfunc():

x = 300

def myinnerfunc():

print(x)

myinnerfunc()

myfunc()

The local variable can be accessed 
from a function within the function

#the variable x is not available outside the 
function, but it is available for any function 
inside the function



Global Scope

A variable created in the main body of the Python code 
is a global variable and belongs to the global scope.
Global variables are available from within any scope, 
global and local.

A variable created outside of a 
function is global and can be used 
by any function inside the program

x=300

def change():

y=x+20

print("Inside the function",x)

print("y=",y)

print("Before calling the function",x)

change() 

print("After calling the function",x)

OUTPUT

Before calling the function300 
Inside the function300
y=320
After calling the function300



When a global variable and a local variable are having same name, Python will 
treat them as two separate variables, one available in the global scope (outside 

the function) and one available in the local scope (inside the function) . in such a 
situation local variable hides the global variable inside the function.

x = 300

def myfunc():

x = 200

print("Inside the function",x)

x=x+20

print(x)

print("Inside the main",x)

myfunc()

print(“After calling function",x)

Naming Variables (Global and local variables having same name)

The function will print the local x
and then the code will print the 

global x

OUTPUT

Inside the function200
220
Inside the main300

After calling function300



global Keyword

def fun():

x+=25   # error,local var.x  ref.before assignment

print("Inside function",x)

x=300

print("before calling function",x)

fun()

print("After calling function",x)
OUTPUT
before calling function300

Inside the function325
After calling function325

If we want to use main function local variable inside another function, global 

keyword is used If you use the global keyword, the variable belongs to 

the global scope. It cannot be reverted back to local scope.

def fun():

global x

x+=25 

print("Inside function",x)

x=300

print("before calling function",x)

fun()

print("After calling function",x)



Lifetime of a variable is the time for which a variable or 

name remains in memory is called lifetime of variable

For global variables,  lifetime is entire program run.

For local variable, life time is their functions run (as long 

as function is being executed)

Lifetime of a variable 



Lifetime of a variable 

x=300

def change():

y=x+20

print("Inside the function",x)

print("y=",y)

print("Before calling the function",x)

a=40

change() 

print("After calling the function",x,a)

x is a global variable . Its 

lifetime is in the entire 

program. The value of x 

can be changed by the 

function.

y is a local variable of 

function change(). Its 

lifetime is within the 

function change().

a is a local variable of 

main function part. Its 

lifetime is within main 

function part.

OUTPUT

Before calling the function300 
Inside the function300
y=320
After calling the function30040



For every name reference ,when you access a variable within a 

program, Python  follows name resolution rule (LEGB)

LEGB  - LOCAL, ENCLOSED,GLOBAL,BUILT-IN

Name resolution rule (LEGB)



In Python, the LEGB rule is used to decide the order

in which the variables are to be searched for scope 

resolution.

The scopes are listed below in terms of hierarchy

(highest to lowest/narrowest to broadest):

•Local(L): Defined inside function/class 

•Enclosed(E): Defined inside enclosing functions(Nested 

function concept)

•Global(G): Defined at the uppermost level

•Built-in(B): Reserved names in Python built-in moduleS

SCOPE RESOLUTION USING LEGB RULE



pi = 10
def inner(): 

pi = 30
print(pi) 

inner() 

Always, a function will first look up for a variable name in its local 

scope. Only if it does not find it there, the outer scopes are checked.

On running the above program, the execution of the inner function 

prints the value of its local(highest priority in LEGB rule) 

variable pi because it is defined and available in the local scope.

Output:
30

Local scope 



For the enclosed scope, we need to define 

an outer() function enclosing the inner 

function

pi = 10

def outer(): 

pi = 20

def inner(): 

print(pi) 

inner() 

outer() 

For the print() function, inner() function 

looks for a local variable pi which is not 

found, it checks the enclosing scope 

variable in the outer() function and pi is 

selected from there.

Enclosed Scope :

Output:
20



If a variable is not defined in local scope, or enclosed scope then, it is checked 

for in the higher scope, the global scope.

# Global Scope 

pi = 10

def outer():

def inner(): 

print(pi) 

inner() 

outer()

Here call to outer() in turn calls inner() which looks for pi in local 

first, then  enclosing scope,then checks in global scope and 

executes.

Global Scopes :

Output:
10



The final check can be done by importing pi from math module

# Built-in Scope 

from math import pi 

def outer(): 

def inner(): 

print(pi) 

inner() 

outer() 

Here , pi is not defined in either local, 

enclosed or global scope, the built-in 

scope is looked up i.e the pi value 

imported from math module. Since 

the program is able to find the value 

of pi in the outermost scope, the 

output is obtained

Built-in Scopes 

Output:
3.141592653589793



To summarise,

If a variable is not found in local scope, the higher scopes

are looked up. If it is found in both enclosed and global

scopes. But as per the LEGB hierarchy, the enclosed

scope variable is considered even though we have one

defined in the global scope. If it is not there in any of the

scopes, then error is reported.

SCOPE RESOLUTION USING LEGB RULE



Everything in Python is an object and every objects in Python can be

either mutable or immutable.

Since everything in Python is an Object, every variable holds an object

instance. When an object is initiated, it is assigned a unique object id. Its

type is defined at runtime and once set can never change, however its

state can be changed if it is mutable.

Means a mutable object can be changed after it is created, and an

immutable object can’t.

Mutable objects: list, dict, set

Immutable objects: int, float, complex, string, tuple.

Mutable/immutable properties of 
data objects with respect to function



Passing a mutable type to a function

def 
updateList(list1):
list1 += [10] 
list1.append(100)

n = [50, 60]
updateList(n) 
print(n) 

Output
[50 60 10 100]

def change(p):
p[2]="TOYOTA"
print(p)

D={1:"FORD",2:"FERRARI",3:"BENZ"}
change(D) 
print(D) 

Output
{1:"FORD",2:"TOYOTA",3:"BENZ"}
{1:"FORD",2:"TOYOTA",3:"BENZ"}

passing a list to function passing a dictionary to function

When Mutable objects are passed, changes in function is 

reflected in actual parameters after the function.



Passing a immutable type to a function 

def change(p):

p="Good morning"

print(p)

s="I LOVE INDIA"

change(s) 

print(s) 

Output
Good morning
I LOVE INDIA

passing a string to function def fun1(x,y):

x,y=x-20,y+10

print("Inside function",x,y)

x,y=100,200

fun1(x,y)

print("After call",x,y)

Inside function 80  210

After call    100 200

passing integer to function

Immutable objects (actual parameters) remain 

unchanged  after function call



What we have done today

Global , local scope

global keyword

LEGB rule in name resolving

Mutable and immutable object passing

With that, we have come to the end of the chapter 

‘Working with Functions’.


